
Literacy

Key Vocabulary to discuss:
Adjective

Personality
Appearance

Wanted Poster

LO: To describe character appearance and personality.

Let’s read our story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rze89HB9u8g


Good morning reception. 
I don’t remember what 

an adjective is. Can you 
tell me?

An adjective is a describing word.



I am round and 
brown. I have a red 
cape and a black 

mask.

We can describe characters by their appearance (How they look)



I am brave. I am 
helpful.

We can describe characters by their personality (How they behave and talk)



Wanted Posters describe bad guys/villains. They are made by the police so people can help find them.

Evil 
Queen

The Evil Queen gave Snow
White a poisonous apple.
She turns herself ugly and 
old. 
She is very mean and 
sneaky. 

Name of villain

Picture of villain

Description of villain 
including an appearance 
sentence and personality 
sentence



Big Bad Wolf

He blew the pig’s houses 
down.
He is tall and furry. 
He is grumpy and hungry. 

Read the description. Can you figure out what character is wanted?

Challenge:
Can you think of a different 

word for grumpy?

Extra learning: A 
synonym is a word that 
means the same thing.



The 
Fox

He ate the gingerbread 
man.
He is orange and has a long 
tail. 
He is clever and a good 
swimmer. 

Read the description. Can you figure out what character is wanted?

Challenge:
Can you think of a similar 

word for clever?



Big Bad Wolf

He ate granny and dressed 
in her clothes.
He is furry and has sharp 
teeth. 
He is scary and strong. 

Read the description. Can you figure out what character is wanted?

Challenge:
Can you think of the 

opposite word for scary?

Extra learning: An 
antonym is a word that 
means the opposite.



Goldilock
s

She ate all of baby bear’s 
porridge and broke his chair.
She is short and has blonde 
curls.
She is curious and tired. 

Read the description. Can you figure out what character is wanted?

Challenge:
Can you think of the 
opposite for short?



The Evil 
Pea

Todays Task: Let’s write a wanted ad for the bag guy in our story: THE EVIL PEA!

Can you think of 2 
adjectives to describe his 

appearance?

Can you think of 2 
adjectives to describe his 

personality?

The evil 
pea…

What did he do that was 
bad/evil?

Tuesday 18th Task



Literacy
Key Vocabulary to discuss:

Adjective
Personality
Appearance

Wanted Poster
NEW: Graphic Organiser 

LO: To describe character appearance and personality.

Let’s read our story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rze89HB9u8g


The cucumber is long and 
green.

Do these adjectives 
describe his appearance 

or personality?

WEDNESDAY 19th TASKS:
We can describe characters by their appearance (How they look)
We can describe characters by their personality (How they behave and talk)



The pear is cheerful and 
friendly.

Do these adjectives 
describe his appearance 

or personality?

WEDNESDAY TASK:
We can describe characters by their appearance (How they look)
We can describe characters by their personality (How they behave and talk)



The broccoli is 
_______________

and
 _______________.

Can you help fill in the blank for Supertato? 
Let’s describe appearance!



The tomato is 
_______________

and
 _______________.

Can you help fill in the blank for Supertato? 
Let’s describe personality!



Wanted Posters describe bad guys/villains. They are made by the police so people can help find them.

Evil 
Queen

The Evil Queen gave Snow
White a poisonous apple.
She turns herself ugly and 
old. 
She is very mean and 
sneaky. 

Name of villain

Picture of villain

Description of villain 
including an appearance 
sentence and personality 
sentence

REVIEW



Evil 
Queen

Today’s Task: Find a bad guy/villain in one of your book’s at home and write a wanted ad.

To help organise your ideas, we can make a graphic organiser. 
You place your character in the middle and try to write down as many adjectives as you can.
Here is an example for the Evil Queen:



Today’s Task: Find a bad guy/villain in one of your book’s at home and write a wanted ad. 
Fill out/make your own graphic organiser to brainstorm all of your adjectives first.


